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In this paper, we study the properties and expression of vector-value elliptic 
functions, vector-valued doubly-periodic Riemann boundary-valued problems, 
boundary value problems with a straightline being the boundary, the relation 
between these two problems, and finally, the disturbance problem of vector-valued 
doubly-periodic Riemann boundary-valued problems. 0 1988 Academic PIW, IBC. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We extend some properties of classical doubly-periodic functions to the 
vector-valued case. 
Suppose that Lo is a closed path and has an interior, that the track Z$ of 
Lo is in the fundamental parallelogram 
P, = ((2, - l)w,/2+(2t, - 1)0,/2: O< tj -e 1 forj= I, 2j 
and the point z = 0 is included in the interior of L,, and that 
L = {f + mw, + nw, : I E L,+, m, n are arbitrary integers}. 
Let X be a commutative Banach algebra with unit element Z, and let VDF 
be the set of all vector-valued doubly-periodic continuous functions with 
periods w1 and 02, the ranges of which are in X. Functions m’(z) in VDF 
are found, piecewise holomorphic and with poles of order at most d at 
z = 0 and z = mo, + no2 and which satisfy the boundary condition 
@+(t)=@-(t) G(r)+ g(r) on Lo, (1.1) 
where G(t), g(t) E VDF n VH(p), VH(p) is the set of all vector-valued 
functions with ranges in X, which satisfy a Holder condition, with G(t) # 0, 
6 the zero element in X [2, 31. 
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Problem (1.1) is called the vector-valued doubly-periodic Riemann 
boundary valued problem (VDR for short). 
We shall solve the VDR in Section 3, and in Section 4 we solve the 
vector-valued boundary valued problem, denoted by VBS, its boundary 
curve being a straight line. In Section 5 we shall discuss the relation 
between VDR and VBS. In Section 6 we shall study vector-valued doubly- 
periodic functions which are approximated by linear form Weierstrass’s 
p-functions. In Section 7 we shall discuss the disturbance problem. 
DVH(p) is the set of doubly-periodic functions in VH(p). 
DEFINITION 1.1. If q(t) E DVH(p), 
is called the norm of q( ?), which is denoted by 11) cp]Ij p, where )I/ cp 111 = 
maxrc L* IIq(t)ll is the norm of the continuous vector-valued function cp. 
Obvikusly, if X is a Banach space (or a Banach algebra), then so is 
DVHbL). 
DEFINITION 1.2. If @:, @*, G, g, g,, d, EDVH(~) for TV L,*, the 
vector-valued doubly-periodic Riemann boundary-valued problem 
@:(t)-@,(f) = @,(t)(G(t) + d,(t)) + g,(f) on L, (1.2) 
is called a disturbance of 
@+(t)-@-(t)=@-(t) G(r)+ g(t) on Lo, (1.3) 
where III& - glllp -+@ lll~nIIIp + 0 as n + co, the vector-valued doubly- 
periodic piecewise holomorphic functions Q,(z) satisfy (1.2) on L, and have 
at most, simple poles at z = 0 and z = mw, + nw,. 
In Section 7 we shall give the solution of the problem (1.2) and shall 
study lim,, m a,(z). 
2. VECTOR-VALUED ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS 
DEFINITION 2.1. If D is open and f is a vector-valued function on D 
which is holomorphic except for poles, then f is called a vector-valued 
meromorphic function on D. 
DEFINITION 2.2. If f is a doubly-periodic vector-valued meromorphic 
function with periods oi and 02, where Im(o,/w,) # 0, then f is called a 
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vector-valued elliptic function. We denote the set of vector-valued elliptic 
functions with periods or and o2 by VEF. 
Obviously the following results hold. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Zff E VEF, then the deriuatioe f’ E VEF. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Zf f E VEF, and f is not a constant element, then f has 
at least one pole. 
COROLLARY. Zf two functions f, , f2 E VEF and have the same poles on 
the periodic parallelogram with the same principal part at the poles, then they 
are the same except for a constant element. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If f E VDF, range of f is in X, f -’ exists (i.e., 
f .f -’ = I), then 
f - ’ E VDF. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Zf f E VEF, then the sum of the residue of all poles on 
the periodic parallelogram equals the zero element. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Suppose that X is a commutative Banach algebra with 
unit element and has Schauder basis {ek} ;” [4], that F, GE VEF, having the 
same zeros a 1, . . . . a,, and poles PI, . . . . /3, with the same orders, and that either 
F-’ or G-’ exists. Then F, G are the same except for a constant element. 
Proof. If F, G are holomorphic at z,,, then F, G can be expanded power 
series in a neighborhood of zO, 
F(z) = 1 a,@ - z8, 
II=0 
G(z)= f b,(z-zo)n, 
n=O 
where a,, b, E X for n = 0, 1,2, . . . . Let 
m 
a, = 1 aj”)ej, b, = f @)ej, 
j=l j=l 
where a$“), @“I E X for j= 1, 2, . . . and n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
From Theorem 2.7.5 in [S] we get 
(2.2) 
F(Z)= f fi(z)ej for Iz-zoI <p, 
j=l 
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where p = min(p’, p”), p’, p” are the radii of convergence of (2.1) (2.2) 
respectively, and 
f,(z) = f cq’(z- z(Jk for j= 1, 2, . 
k=l 
are classical elliptic functions with poles pi for i = 1, . . . . n. 
From Chapter XI in [ 11, we get 
fib) = S,fi(Z) for j= 2, 3, . . . . 
where sj are constants. Therefore, 
J’(z)=fl(z) (el +T2Sjej). 
Similarly, 
G(z)= g,(z) (el +T2 t,ej), 
where gi(z) is the classical elliptic function and t, are constants. 
Here, without loss of generality, we will assume F-’ exists. Sincef,(z) = 
sg,(z), where s is constant, 
The proof in a neighborhood of a pole is similar. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Suppose FE VEF and II is an arbitrary element in the 
range of F(z). If the number of roots of the equation F(z) = 1 is always s, 
F(z) is called a vector-valued elliptic function of order s. 
COROLLARY. Zf F(z) E VEF, then F(z) is a vector-valued elliptic function 
of order s if and only if the number of zeros and poles of F(z) is s, counted 
according to their multiplicities. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Suppose that X is a Banach space with Schauder basis 
{e,} ;“, that F(z) E VEF and is of order s, with poles /I,, .,., 8, of orders 
Sl, ..., sqr respectively. Then 
F(z)=C+ f (B,,i(z--Bt)+B,,ka(z-BI)-~P’(z-B~) 
&=I 
+ “- + ( -l)Sk(~&sx/(S& - I)!) a’““-“(Z-&)), 
where XI= s 1 & = s, cg =, B,, = 8, and where C and B, E x for k = 1,2, . . . . q 
and j = 1, 2, . . . . 
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3. VDR IN A BANACH ALGEBRA X 
Suppose the operator K is defined by the following formula 
-b(t) KVE- 
s xi Lo cp(r)(i(z - t) + i(t)) & 
where cp( t), b(t) E VDF n VH(p), l(t) is Weierstrass’s zeta function. 
By a complicated calculation, we can get the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. If cp( t), b(t) E VDF n VH(p), then 
K+J E VDF n VH(p) 
and 
Ill~tplll. Cq IllbIll, Illdll,,, 
where q is a constant. 
We assume the operator R is defined by the following formula 
RP = a(t) cp(t), 
where a(t) E VDF n VH(p). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. If a(t), b(t), f(t)EVDF nVH(p), a-l exists and 
q Illa-‘Ill, Illb(JI, < 1, then the singular integral equation 
a(t) v(t) + T 5, dt)(i(r - t) + l(t)) dz = f(t) (3.1) 
has a unique solution. 
Proof Since a- I exists, R - ’ exists. As 
4 IIW’III, IllbIll, < 1, 
then 
Therefore 
IIR-‘KI( < 1. 
(E- R-‘K)-’ 
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exists and 
V -’ = (E-R-‘K)-’ R-‘, 
where V = R - K and E is the identity operator. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. rf 
1 
Gi Lo I @-(t)l;(t)dt=O, 
f-l, (a+b)-’ exist on LO, 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
then VDR (1.1) is equivalent to the singular integral equation (3.1). 
Proof If we let 
G(t) = (a(t) - b(t))(4t) + W-‘, 
g(t) =f(t)(4t) + w-‘9 
“(z)=&j- (~+(t)-~-(t))(r(t--z)+r(z))dt, 
ro 
we get equivalent relations between ( 1.1) and (3.1). Q.E.D. 
Suppose that a- ’ exists, q IllbJli,, IIIa-‘IIl, < 1, f, a, 6, @- satisfy 
conditions (3.2), (3.3), and 
@‘W=&j cp(t)(Ut-z)+i(z))dt, kl (3.4) 
where q(t) is the solution of (3.1). From Proposition 3.3 we get that VDR 
(1.1) has the unique solution (3.4). 
Similarly, we can discuss the singular integral equation with parameter 1, 
Obviously, Eq. (3.5) becomes 
If A.ep(R-‘K), where p(R-‘K) is the resolvent set of R-‘K [S], then 
the integral equation (3.5) has the unique solution 
cp=R(A;R-‘K)R-tf: 
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Similarly, we can find the solution of the following VDR 
@+(t, A.)=@-(f, A.) G(t, A)+ g(t, A) (3.6) 
with parameter A, where 
G(f,1)=(la(f)-b(f))(la(t)+b(f))-’, 
g(4 A) = .f(~W(~) + w))-‘. 
Here the description is omitted. 
4. VBS IN BANACH ALGEBRA X 
X is the same as Section 3. The vector-valued function @r(z) may have a 
pole at a point a,, which is not on the real axis. @r(z) is bounded and 
holomorphic except on a neighborhood of the point a, and satisfies 
Q:(f) = @c(f) G,(f) + gl(f) on the real axis, (4.1) 
where G,(t), gr(t), @:(~)EDVH(ZA), G,(t) #8, G;‘(f) exists on the real 
axis, and G,(z) is holomorphic on the upper half plane. Without loss of 
generality, we will assume a, = -i and G,(z) has no zero on the upper 
halfplane. 
First, we study the homogeneous version of problem (4.1), 
@:(I) = @i;(f) G,(f) on the real axis. (4.2) 
We consider the following formal particular solution 
@o(z) = Z+ j+I z q(z) dz, - (4.3) 




If ,?=h(z) = -zi/(z+ i), then h maps the real axis onto the circle C. Let 
us denote points on the circle by I, and let 
cp(T)=cp -5 . ( ‘1 
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From (4.4) we deduce 
Let 
f(i)=G,(z)-z, 
5(i) = R( r, I). 









W) = - (T+ i)” 
47&,(7) 
m= -(?+; 
(c?(T) + a(?))-’ exists because (G,(t))-’ exists; G,(Z) is holomorphic inside 
C since G,(z) is holomorphic in the upper half plane. The only zero of 
(2(f) - E(t) is B = 1/2i. 
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We record below the following obvious results for the solution of the 
integral equation (4.7): 
(i) ((d/dZ)(ii(/?) + 6(/I))))’ exists. 
(ii) If q(t) E VH(p), then 
i(i)=~~~(K(i,i)/~-i)~(i)dieVH(p). 
(iii) If q(t) E VH(p), then 
is holomorphic inside C and 
(2ii- l)(Z- G,(t)) 
(I+ i)’ 
K( i, ?) 
- @5(f) d?. 
f-7 (4.10) 
From (4.7) and (4.10) we get 
+5(i)=(J(i)-2$+(?))(ii(l)-Z(i))-1 for iE C*. 
Let 
fi (I) _ m B) WB) 
0 - p-i ’ 
b’(P) =&B, PI + %(P, B) = K; + K;, 
where Kj = 4n(Z- G,(p)) for j= 1,2. 
Here there are two cases: 








(ii) If G,(p) = --I, we have the following results: 
(i’) If 
then the general solution of Eq. (4.7) is (4.11), where C is any constant 
element. 
(ii’) If 
then Eq. (4.7) has no solution. 
From e(7) we get q(t). Therefore @e(z) is found. 
THEOREM 4.1. If (QO(z))-’ and (Q;(t))-’ for --co <t< +CC exist, 
then the general solutions of problem (4.2) are 
@I(Z) = @o(z) P(z), 
where P(z) is any vector-valued polynomial in - i.z/(z + i). 
ProoJ The Mobius transformation i= - it/(t + i) maps the real axis 
onto the circle C, and problem (4.2) becomes 
Q(I) = S,;(1) G,(i) on C. (4.12) 
Suppose 4,(Z) is any solution of problem (4.12). We have 
6:(7)(~~(I))-‘=~,,(7)(~~(~))-’ on C. 
&i(Z)(&,(2)))i is a vector-valued holomorphic function on the complex 
plane by the vector-valued Cauchy theorem. Therefore, 
8,,(q(60(z’))-’ = B(Z), 
where H(Z) is any vector-valued polynomial in 5’. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.2. Under the same hypotheses as in Theorem 4.1, the general 
solution of (4.1) is 
where P(z) is any vector-valued polynomial in -zi/(z + i), 
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Proof Problem (4.1) becomes 
q+(T)= G;(i) G,(T) + g,(7) on C (4.13) 
after application of the Mobius transformation h = -it/( t + i), where 2, = 
g, oh. From (4.13) we get 
&+(7)(&y(1))-‘= q(i)@,,(?))- + &(1)(cs;(7))-‘; (4.14) 
~8~(z”)($~(i))-’ is holomorphic in the whole complex plane. 
Obviously, the solutions of problem (4.14) can be expressed as 
where p(Z) is a vector-valued polynomial in z”. 
We get the required result by substituting z, t for 2, F, respectively. 
Q.E.D. 
5. RELATION OF Two TYPES OF BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
If there is a mapping t1 = u(t), which maps the upper half plane into the 
interior of L, in Section 1, and if its inverse mapping is an elliptic function 
t = u(ti), then VDR (1.1) becomes 
@+ou=(@-ou)(Gou)+gou on the real axis. 
If G(z) is holomorphic in the interior of LO and if (Go(z))) ’ and 
(@j’(t))-’ exist, then VDR (1.1) has solutions 
+ P(u(5)) @o(dO). 
6. APPROXIMATION OF VECTOR-VALUED DOUBLY-PERIODIC FUNCTIONS 
Let 6 be an arbitrary positive number, and let n be an arbitrary positive 
integer, where n 2 [v(L,,)/S] + 1 and where u(L,) is the length of L,, [a] is 
the integral part of a. Let us begin by dividing Lo into n subarcs li for 
j = 1, 2, . . . . n, i.e., L, = &‘= I Zj, such that 
o<Jtj+I -tj1 <a, 
where t,,, =t,. 
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For given G E DVH(p), we construct vector-valued functions 
.7,.,(t) = a,,,, +b,,,ip(t) for tEfl*, j= 1,2, . . . . n, (6.1) 
where a,, , , b,,, E X, such that 
an,i + bn,jP(lj) = G(tj), 
u,,j+b,j~(tj+,)=G(f,+,). 
(6.2) 
Here, without loss of generality, we can assume r,+ , = - tj. Then 
l Pttj) 
I I 1 m(t,+,) = - 
a(zj+ I - tj) O(lj+ 1 + fj) 
u2(tj+ 1) 02Ctj) 
#O for j= 1, . . . . n. 
Thus unique solutions a, j, b,, j exist. Let 
Sri(f) = sn, j(l) for IEli*, j= 1,2, . . . . n. 
Obviously, s, E DVH(p). Let 





p’(t) = f2 01(z) ~*(Z)(73(Z) 
03(z) ’ 
where 
uk(z) = etikza($ ok - z)/o(+ ok) for k = 1, 2, 
~~(2) = e($‘+ @*)‘u(f (co1 + w2) - ~)/a($ (co1 + co*)), 
so E,, > 0, where I++~ are constants for k = 1, 2. 
Since L,* is compact, for arbitrary E > 0, there exists a 
6>0 
such that if t’, t” E L,,*, 0 < 1 t’ - t”l < 6, then 
I@(f)-p(P)1 Gm, It'-PI, 
l@3(U - dt")I < 6 
W(f) - G(f’)ll <E, 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
where m, = (I ~‘(1 + s,,/2, II . (1 is the norm of continuous function space. 
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PROPOSITION 6.1. For sufficiently small A> 0, 
SUP IIGO,, ,I - Wj)ll ,~(tj+,)-~oi~O<It~+~-tjl<irj~Lo*,j=l~~~~~n (6.7) 
if and onZy rj- G E DVH( 1). 
Proof. From 
ilG(tj+,)-G(tj)ll 6 2 IIIGIII~ 
IPttj+ 1)- 63ttj)l &O 
we obtain the result. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Zf G E DVH( 1 ), G-‘(t) exists for t E L,*, then s;‘(t) 
exists on Lo for sufficiently large n. 
Proof: For an arbitrary positive number E -C so/2 IllG~’ Ill IIIGIII ,, there 
exists a 6 as in (6.5). For an arbitrary positive integer n > [u(L,)/G] + 1, 
divide Lo into n subarcs, where 1 tj + i - tj) < 6. If t is the division point t,, 
obviously 
s,‘(tj) = G-‘(t,). 
If t E L$ is not a division point tj, t is on a certain 1,. From Proposition 1.3 
in [3] we obtain G-’ eDVH(1). Then 
< jIIG-lII) 2 .E< 1, 
80 
and therefore s; l(t) exists. Q.E.D. 
From (6.4) and (6.6) we obtain the following result. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Zf G EDVH(~), then the set (s,: GE DVH(1)) is 
dense in VDF. 
COROLLARY. (IIs, -G((I -rO as n-t 00. 
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We set 
(t, t’) E L,* x L$, t # t’ 
I 
. 
The set of all limit points of E,( {f,}) is denoted by E:( if,}). Obviously, 
we have the following result. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. [IIf, 111 + 0 as n --+ co, for any E > 0 and subsequence 
fnj>y 
Jmf,~)=4 (4 is the empty set) 
if and only if li/fn )/lp + 0 as n + 00. 
COROLLARY. If GE DVH( l), f or any E > 0 and subsequence { nj}, such 
that EL( { s,,( t ) - G(t) } ) = 4, then 
Ills, - GIlI. + 0 as n-m. 
7. SOLUTION OF THE VECTOR-VALUED DISTURBANCE PROBLEM 
From the vector-valued Plemelj formula [2,3] and the properties of 
Weierstrass’s [-function [ 1 ] we can obtain the following result. 
PROWSITION 7.1. Suppose 
1/I(P)=~J~~(P(t)(r(f-~)+i(Z))dt, 
where cp E DVH(p). Then 
For a given G, A,, g, E DVH(p) in (1.2), let 
~n,ktz) =& Jh ((G(t) +An(f)) @ij- l(t) 
+ g,(O)(l;(t -z) + C-(z)) dt (7.2) 
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for k=O, 1, 2, . . . . Let 
We obtain 
@,&) = 8. 
@ n,,c+l(z) - @n,dz) =& jLo (G(t) + A,(t)) 
x C%jB) - @n& l(t))(5(t - z) +5(z)) dl. 
From Proposition 3.1 and Proposition 7.1, we obtain 
III@&+ 1 - @,iy,c III p G q III G + An III ,, III @n:,c - Q&c - 1 III p 
G(q IllG+~nlll,)k Ill@p,,\ll,. 
From (7.2) we obtain 
Since {gn> is bounded in DVH(p), 
Ill @,I III p G hb, (7.3) 
where p = $ + q, m2 is a constant. If 
q llIG+~.lll<~ for n>N, (7.4) 
we obtain 
Ill @<k - @, Ill p + 0 as k+oo. (7.5a) 
Similarly, 
III @;,k - @J,’ III p + 0 as k+co. (7.5b) 
From (7.2) we obtain 
@Z(t) = 31 f ((G(t) + A,(t)) Q,(t) + g,(t)) 
+A, ((G(z)+A,))~,(t)+g,(z))(r(z-r)+5(t))d~- (7.6) x Lo 
Thus 
@n(z) = j$ I ((G(f) + A,(t)) Q,(t) + g,(t)K(t - z) + C(z)) df r, 
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satisfies bounary-valued problem (1.2). Therefore we obtain the following 
result. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. If q I/I G + A,, IIjp < 1, then the disturbance problem 
(1.2) of vector-valued doubly-periodic Riemann boundary-valued problem 
(1.3) with at most a pole at z = 0 of order 1 has a unique solution, which is 
obtained by the step-by-step method. 
Now we turn to find the relation between the solution of the vector- 
valued singular integral equation 
a,(t) v,(t) + yj- cp,(T)(i(T-t)+i(t))dT=f,(t) (7.7) 
Lo 
and the solution of the disturbance problem (1.2), where a,, b,, (Pi, 
f, E DVH(p) for n = 1, 2, . . . . 
PROPOSITION 7.3. If 
(a, f b,)-’ (7.8) 
exists, the the solution of the integral equation (7.7) and the solution of the 
disturbance problem (1.2) with pole at z = 0 of order at most 1 are 
equivalent, under the condition 
1 
2;;;: f 
O’,(t) (Z(t) dt = 8. 
Proof: Suppose 
g, = fn(an + b,)-‘, 
A, = -G - 2b,(a, + 6,))‘. 
If p-(t) is the solution of integral equation (7.7), let 
@&,=$-.j rp,(t)(i(t-z)+r(z))dt. Lo 
From (7.11) and Proposition 7.1 we get 
(7.10) 
(7.11) 
@j,‘(t) - @, (1) = cp,(tX 
@,‘(t) + @i(t) = i jh V,(T)(c(T - t) + C(t)) dr. 
(7.12) 
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The integral equation (7.7) becomes 
Q,‘(t) - Q,(t) = @,(t)(G(t) + d,(f)) + g,(t). 
The rest of the proof is easy by using the properties of the c-function. 
Q.E.D. 
Suppose operators A,, A are defined by the following formulas 
Anvmw~j cp(z)(i(~-t)+r(t))& Lu 
b(t) Arp=a(t)cp(t)+- 71i s, cp(~Mi(~ - t) + i(t)) dz, 
where a,, a, b,, 6, cp E DVH(p). 
Obviously A,, A are linear bounded operators on the space DVH(p). 
For an arbitrary small positive number r, set 
H, = {(a,, b,): A,, > r}. 
PROPOSITION 7.4. If 
Illa,, - 4, + 0, Mb, -bill. --f ‘A Illfn -fill, + 0 as n + cc (7.13) 
and there exist r, N such that 
(an 7 U E H, for n>N, (7.14) 
then the following results hold by Theorem 2.11.6 in [S]. 
(i) The integral equation (7.7) has unique solution (P”. 
(ii) The integral equation 
U(l) q(t) +3 ni s, cp(r)(i(r - t) + C(t)) dr = f(t) (7.15) 
has unique solution cp. 
(iii) \)((P~ - cpl(l + 0 us n + co. 
PROPOSITION 7.5. Zf conditions (7.8), (7.9), (7.13), (7.14) hold and 
IIl2Uan +hJ-‘+GIll, -rO us n-boo, (7.16) 
then 
lim @),(z)=@(z)= lim &i cpn(~)(i(~ - t) + i(t)) dr “-CZ n-03171 & 
409/131,2-7 
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is the solution of the boundary-valued problem (1.3) and 
@(‘)=fS, dz)(i(t-t)+((t))dr. 0 (7.17) 
Proof From Proposition 7.4, we obtain that the integral equation (7.7) 
has a unique solution. By Proposition 7.3, the disturbance problem (1.2) 
has a unique solution G,,(z). From Proposition 7.4 we obtain 
From (7.11) we obtain that (7.17) holds and satisfies boundary-valued 
problem (1.3). Q.E.D. 
8. REMARKS 
(i) If GeDVH(l)nVDF, G-’ exists, if 
O<E< min{Ip’(t)l: tELd1 
4 IIlG-‘1l1 IllGIll, 
and for any subsequence (ni) such that 
-%({Gn,l)=h 
where G, = (G--s,&‘, we can substitute G, for A, in the boundary- 
valued problem (1.2). 
In fact, from Proposition 6.3 and Proposition 6.4 we obtain 
IIIG, Illp -+ 0 as n+cO. 
Even if we do not know the form of A,(t), we can obtain the 
approximate solution of the disturbance problem (1.2), 
*n(z) =&f ((G(t) + G,(t)) a,(t) + g,(t)) Lo 
x (i(t - 2) + &I dt 
and lim, -t m b,(z) = CD(z). 
(ii) If G(t) - 0, we can do the same thing as above. 
For example, 
@,‘(t) - @i(t) = A,(t) Q,(t) + g,(t) on LO (8.1) 
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is called the disturbance of the problem 
Q’(t)-@-(t)=g(t) on Lo, (8.2) 
where (I/g, - gIlI p + 0, IJ(d, 111~ + 0 as n + co, the vector-valued 
holomorphic functions Q,,(z) satisfy (8.1) on Lo with poles at z = 0 and z = 
mo, + no2 of order at most 1. 
The condition (7.4) becomes 
4 lll~n lllp < 1 for n > N. (8.3) 
Obviously (8.3) is satisfied because 1114, IlIP + 0 as n --* 00. 
The rest of the description is similar. Here we can obtain that the 
problem (8.1) also has stability. 
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